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Front-end web server and back-end database servers are widely recognized as two 
essential infrastructure components that cast significant influence on the stability and 
success of individuals and organizations. Nevertheless, unreliable or problematic servers 
could cause issues to jeopardize the regular operation of those organizations. Knowing 
that the market now exists a wide range of available web server and database server 
providers, users face challenges of effectively evaluating those service providers based on 
their experience and perception of the definition of the excellent and robust web server 
and database server. Thus, the study would provide a detailed analysis and comparison 
between available and accessible performance evaluation methods. Besides, anonymous 
surveys within user groups are conducted to show reflections of how different groups of 
users in different roles and setting tend to evaluate the performance, and feedbacks from 
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1.  Introduction 
 
For any individuals or organizations that are eager to cast some influences on human 
society, they would face three primary questions at the beginning of their grand market-
conquering projects which are: 
x How to develop an attractive and reliable front-end window to broadcast the idea 
of the company to the world? 
x How to create a giant and organized back-end system and database to store 
collected data from clients and potential clients for further tailored propaganda 
and services? 
x How to maximize the power of propaganda and data to provide excellent 
customer service to clients and establish a renowned reputation in the market? 
Those who figure out those three key questions will not only be successful at marketing 
their brands, but also attract clients and gain trust from them to grow bigger and faster. 
Thus, such a trinity puzzle has bothered people from start-alone individuals to existing 
industry giants. The answers to the first two questions, choosing reliable front-end and 
back-end servers, are often investigated by conducting industry research and taking 
experiences from competitors. Generally, the front-end system refers to the presentation 
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layer of the infrastructure, while the back-end system indicates the data access layer, and 
thus most companies and individuals focus the research on the performance of web-
server and databases that exist in the market. The answer to the last question, which is 
about the relationship among front-end web servers, back-end databases, and clients, can 
vary depending on perceptions and orientations of different individuals and 
organizations.  
Witnessing the intricate relationship between server tools and users in different working 
settings or purposes, this paper investigates on how people in different roles interact with 
various web servers and databases and choose performance analysis methods, and 
further, provide insights from campus users in different roles and working scenarios 











2. Literature Review 
 
Before the investigation into the relationship between hardware and people, this paper 
discusses the web server and database about how they can cast an influence on the 
operation of users and how users should utilize those to accomplish their goals.  
 
2.1 Web server and its Functionality 
Generally speaking, the web server can work as both software and hardware. On the 
hardware side, a web server can be computers and appliances that store webserver 
software and website's component files, such as HTML files. The web server is 
connected to the Internet and supports physical data interchange with other devices 
connected to the web. Meanwhile, the web server can refer to software that includes 
several parts that control how web users access hosted files. Web server usually has an 
HTTP server, which is a piece of software that understands URLs and HTTP. Besides, 
dedicated computers and appliances that are broadly used in industry, such as clusters, 
may be referred to as web servers as well. A web server is capable of containing multiple 
websites to satisfy the needs of organizations, and it processes incoming network requests 
over HTTP protocol and several other related protocols. With the assistance of web 
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servers, websites can be accessed through the domain names that store and deliver their 
content to the end user's device. However, the companies would need either a static or a 
dynamic webserver to publish the websites. The static web server consists of hardware 
appliances with an HTTP server and related software, and the server would send hosted 
files to the user-end without any customization or changes according to different user 
groups. In contrast, a dynamic web server consists of a static web server plus extra 
software, such as an application server and a database. Thus, the application server would 
update the hosted files according to the data and analysis based on different user groups 
and IP addresses before displaying on the browser via the HTTP server. While this 
solution provides flexibility, the technical stack becomes more difficult to handle, making 
it dramatically more complex to build the website. 
Although industry giants like Google or Microsoft develop their web servers to meet the 
goal of providing tailored browsing experiences to users, many companies and 
organizations apply open-source web-servers to publish their websites. Currently, there 
are five primary and accessible open-source web servers, which are Apache HTTP 
Server, NGINX, Apache Tomcat, Node.js, and Lighttpd. 
 
2.2 Web server Risks and Performance Analysis Methods 
Web server performance is considered as a critical benchmark for websites that serve a 
high volume of requests, yet it is also vulnerable to attacks, and vast web traffics. A web 
server has pre-defined load limits as each server is designed to handle only a limited 
number of concurrent client connections and serves only a specified maximum number of 
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requests per second regarding its settings, HTTP request type and the nature of the 
content, such as static or dynamic, cached or not. Once the webserver receives the 
number of requests that is over its limit, even “a minor increase in the load can rapidly 
plunge the server into a situation resembling deadlock, where it attempts to serve more 
and more files at slower and slower speeds”[1] such that few files are successfully 
served. Besides excessive web traffic, cyber-attacks such as DDoS, computer worms, and 
internet bots can slow down, or shut down the regular operation of web servers. 
Therefore, choosing and building a secure and robust web server to deal with regular 
requests and illegitimate attacks becomes one of the most important things for companies 
to prosper. 
For the sake of examining the performance of web servers under high CPU loads, 
numerous simulations are applied in conjunction with workloads, which were obtained by 
analyzing Weblogs and performance data from websites. “Performance is significantly 
affected by the percentage of requests for dynamic HTML pages; dynamic HTML pages 
adversely affect the server performance. When dynamic pages are required, techniques 
such as fast APIs for invoking server programs and caching are employed to keep the 
overhead of the server programs generating the dynamic pages as low as possible.” [2]  
Besides, there is a trade-off between average latencies and the percentage of requests 
rejected when the server is hitting the peak capacity, and performance is improved by 
rejecting a higher percentage of requests. For the real request distributions encountered, 
Web servers tend to reject enough requests so that the average load on the system is 95% 
or less of the maximum capacity to prevent latencies from becoming too large. 
Fortunately, “Web server vendors are quite happy to extol the performance virtues of 
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their products, and industry professionals abound with theories about how to serve data 
faster.” [3] 
A popular web server performance analysis method is called the “Queueing Model,” 
which is designed to investigate multiple-server systems. “Results indicate that in any 
multiple-server system, balancing the service load between the servers is crucial to 
optimal performance. A two-server system in which one server is slower than another 
appears to perform worse than the faster server alone.” [4] 
Web servers typically process many simultaneous jobs, and each competes for different 
but limited shared resources such as processor time, access authority, and network 
bandwidth. Those jobs must wait in a queue for their turn at the resource as only a single 
job may use a resource at any time.  
Based on this fact, queueing theory views each service or resource to be an abstract 
system consisting of a single queue operating in one or more servers. “Associated with 
every queue is an arrival rate (A), which is the average rate at which new jobs arrive at 
the queue. The average amount of time that it takes a server to process such jobs is the 
service time (TS) of the server, and the average amount of time a job spends in the queue 
is the queueing time (TQ). The average response time (T) is simply TS + TQ. If the 
arrival rate is less than the service rate (1/TS), then the queueing system is said to be 
stable; “all jobs would eventually be serviced, and the average queue size is bounded. On 
the other hand, if A > (1/TS), then the system is unstable, and the queue would grow 
limitlessly. The product of the arrival rate and service time yields the utilization of the 
server (U = ATS), a dimensionless number between 0 and 1 for all stable systems. 
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Utilization of 0 denotes an idle server, while utilization of 1 denotes a server being used 
at maximum capacity.” [4] 
 
2.3 Database and its Functionality 
By definition, the database refers to an organized collection of data that is stored and 
accessed in electronic systems. Databases help organize the massive amount of data 
efficiently and effectively of conducting actions, including data retrieval and data 
analysis. For the sake of interacting with databases better, the “database management 
system” (DBMS) has been widely introduced and accepted by professionals to interact 
with end-users, applications, and the database itself. “A DBMS often consists of an 
integrated set of computer software that allows users to interact with one or more 
databases and provides access to all of the data contained in the database. The DBMS 
provides various functions that allow entry, storage, and retrieval of large quantities of 
information and provides ways to manage how that information is organized.” [5] 
Besides, databases can be developed following different database models for various 
purposes. Relational database (RDB) and SQL querying language were the dominant 
combinations in the 1980s, yet non-relational databases and NoSQL have become more 
popular since 2000s due to three primary reasons: 
1. Lower prices of computers make it possible to string computers together to 
achieve better and faster problem-solving ability. 
2. As the relational database system needs a costly DBA to operate well, having 
NoSQL can lower the administrative overhead. 
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3. RDB faces many problems, including indexing is too narrow and not taking 
advantage of computing clusters, and NoSQL threw away some flexibility and 
transaction problems and enabled Big Data Analytics to be divided into pieces. 
 
In addition, “Database Management Systems (DBMS) make the implicit assumption that 
their services are provided only to data stored inside the database. All data has to be 
imported into and “owned” by the DBMS in a format determined by the DBMS.” [6] 
While traditional database applications could meet this assumption in that they were well 
supported by the DBMS data model, as well as its query and data manipulation language 
and transaction management, advanced applications or document management systems 
differ in many respects.  
Individual operations in these applications are much more complex and not easily 
expressible in existing query languages. Robust specialized systems, tools, and 
algorithms exist for a large variety of tasks in every field of advanced applications 
requiring data to be available in proprietary or data exchange formats. Because of the 
increasing importance of advanced applications, DBMS developers have implemented 
better support in their systems for a broader range of applications. “Large Binary Objects 
provide a kind of low-level access to data and allow individual data objects to become 
almost unlimited in size. Instead of storing large data objects in BLOB’s, some newer 
systems such as ORACLE (Version 8) and Informix (Dynamic Server with Universal 
Data Option) provide the BLOB interface also to regular operating system files.” [7] 
Because the large objects in any of these two options are uninterpreted, database 
functionality for this kind of data is only minimal.  
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2.4 Database Performance Analysis Methods 
An excellent database performance analysis is crucial for companies and individuals to 
monitor the overall performance of the database to determine the availability, integration, 
and confidentiality of data it stores. Conducting the database performance analysis would 
involve several steps focusing on separate functionalities of the databases, and the ACID 
test has been the standard metrics to test on the performance. 
x Atomicity –a transaction must be either fully executed or not execute at all 
x Consistency – transactions must create a new state of data that is valid, or if any 
failure occurs, it must return all data to the original state before the transaction is 
executed/started 
x Isolation – a transaction that is in the process of execution and is not committed 
yet, must be isolated from all other transactions 
x Durability – committed data must save in a way that would maintain data in a 
healthy state if a transaction does not complete in the event of a failure and restart 
of the system 
2.4.1 System Monitoring 
Critical benchmarks that reflect the overall performance such as stability and availability 
of a machine in a specific time range are called system uptime, which represents a period 
“when the system is stable and performing without unattended reboots, except for 
maintenance and administrative purposes.” [8] On the contrary, system downtime is a 
period when the machine is turned off on purpose or encounters problems that lead 
systems to be unavailable to users and processes. The combination of these two 
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measurements, which is called system availability, can be both identified and tracked 
with system logs for monitoring the performance and health of the system as a whole. 
 
Besides, a crucial concern related to the system availability monitoring is how long the 
system runs and/or why it stops at a specific time. “The bigger and more complex the 
system is, the more critical it is to check the ratio of uptime/downtime and monitor it 
thoroughly. Uptime expectations can vary between 95%-99.999%, based on ideal 
projections of machine availability.” [9] 
 
2.4.2 SQL Server and database querying monitoring 
Many believe that one of the most common issues when maintaining SQL Servers is 
slow-running queries, as the process of getting information from the application or user 
database with databases is often slow, or leading to system timeout when working with 
SQL Server or SQL Server applications. “Generally, when such SQL Server 
performance-related issues are encountered, the first step in troubleshooting is to quickly 
identify whether and what slow-running queries in SQL Server are the causes of such a 
problem. The next step is then to determine why these queries run slow and what is the 
root cause for such behavior.” [9] 
 
There are several fundamental ways of identifying the slow-running queries in SQL 




x Slowest queries by average CPU usage: This can indicate to the user what 
queries are utilizing the highest amount of the CPU, which could be an indication 
that CPU resources are used inefficiently 
x Slowest queries by average I/O activity: I/O subsystems, which usually translate 
to communication with a hard drive, are still the slowest part, and even with the 
modern high-speed SSD hard drives, this is still one of the most common causes 
of performance issues. 
x Slowest queries by average execution time: This is a direct indicator that shows 
slow running queries in SQL Server. The average execution time is a more 
reliable parameter than the execution time of individual queries as high values are 
an indicator of the pattern of slowness in the execution of particular queries, 
rather than just an anomaly that occurred once or twice. 
 
2.4.3 Failover cluster instance 
“In general, the term “failover” refers to switching from a previously active machine, 
another hardware component, or network to a passive (or unused) one, to sustain high 
availability and reliability.”[10] A Failover Cluster Instance (FCI) is a server-based 
instance that acts like a regular SQL Server instance but installed on a cluster of (WSFC) 
nodes. “These nodes present connection points in FCI, and they are usually physical 
machines with similar characteristics. Their hierarchy and working configuration are, by 
default, set as a group of active and passive nodes.” [10] 
Despite the FCI resembling a single-machine running instance, it manages the failover 
process between active and passive nodes with high availability, in moments when one of 
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them becomes unavailable. The failover event in FCI is tracked during the role change 
between the nodes: when one node becomes passive, the next node becomes active. 
To determine the status of FCI, professionals need to go through steps, including: 
x Checking which FCI nodes are available with SQL 
















3. Research Question & Method 
 
3.1 Research Question 
Based on the observation, we could assume that campus professionals and students have 
varied but similar methodologies for choosing adequate web servers and databases to 
satisfy their needs. Thus, a question could be raised to investigate about: 
x Trinity Relationship among web servers, database servers, and humans: what 
processes do people follow when choosing tools to satisfy their needs, and what 
factors cast an influence on people in different roles and scenarios when making 
choices? 
 
3.2 Research Method 
Upon how to choose the right approach to generate scientific results could be 
complicated as different approaches could lead to different results or biases during the 
research. Due to the nature of this research which involves both human factors and non-
human factors, the research would include both quantitative and qualitative methods to 
generate a comprehensive report as “quantitative and qualitative techniques can provide a 
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tradeoff between breadth and depth, and between generalizability and targeting to 
specific (sometimes minimal) populations.” [11] 
As quantitative approaches can be used to explore relationships between attitudes and 
behaviors, a quantitative survey would be distributed to target users to investigate critical 
questions such as how people would rank the importance of different influential 
performance factors. Qualitative research methods, instead, would have two parts: text 
responses from online surveys and semi-structured interviews.  
Among these approaches, an online survey would be applied as the primary method to 
gain valuable data as “it provides a private and non-intimidating environment to 
encourage users to express their real feelings, and unbiased responses can be gathered to 
develop sensible decisions based on analyzed results.” [12] Additionally, survey results 
provide a snapshot of the attitudes and behaviors about your target survey population, 
which is the “baseline to measure and establish a benchmark from which to compare 
results over time.” [13] 
Semi-structured interviews would be the primary methods to determine the success of the 
research. Instead of structured interviews, semi-structured interviews were chosen as 
“while a structured interview has a rigorous set of questions which does not allow one to 
divert, a semi-structured interview is open, allowing new ideas to be brought up during 
the interview as a result of what the interviewee says.” [14] Thus, semi-structured 
interviews would be likely to produce rich data from the diversion of the guideline, 
including observational data. 
3.2.1 Quantitative Approach 
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A quantitative Approach would be mainly applied to investigate how users in different 
roles and working scenarios tend to use and choose adequate tools for their purposes, as 
well as how those users evaluate the performances of tools and act accordingly. Thus, the 
online survey provides in the format of questionnaires for voluntary participation, and 
“surveys are good tools for obtaining information on a wide range of topics when in-
depth probing of responses is not necessary, and they are useful for both formative and 
summative purposes.” [15] Will student users choose tools with better user interfaces and 
simpler compiling language, or will the experienced users rank performance factors such 
as CPU and memory loads as priorities for consideration, answers to these questions 
would be collected from survey reports and analyzed to generate conclusions.  
Survey participants are recruited with emails that distribute to all faculty members, staff, 
and students at the School of Information and Library Science in UNC-Chapel Hill, and 
participation is anonymous and voluntary. 
3.2.2 Qualitative Approach 
As investigating human factors is the primary goal of the research, the study also applies 
semi-structured interviews as a qualitative approach to gain data and feedbacks. 
Interviews are conducted to get real-time reactions and feedback from chosen 
interviewees in different campus roles, and semi-structured interviews unfold in a 
conversational manner offering participants the chance to explore issues that they feel 
essential without strictly follow the interview guidelines. 
Staff, faculties, and students who have more than a year experience of working with web 
servers and database servers are the primary targets of the study to learn about their 
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experiences and preferences of making decisions among front-end and back-end tools 
and their evaluation methods on those tools. Participants are reached in emails or face-to-
face to get interview consents, and participation is anonymous and voluntary. Interviews 
are online due to the coronavirus outbreak situation.  
Besides, examples of web-servers and databases are provided to ask for real-time 
evaluation and make records on the decision-making processes. While the interviews 
have general guidelines, interviewees are encouraged to provide comments that stray 
from questions for broader insights.  
 
With the user gathered data and reliable qualitative data from interviews, the results are 












4. Quantitative Data Findings from Survey 
 
4.1 Survey Purposes and Process 
The goal of this study is aiming to find out how users in different roles interact with 
target server tools, as well as how those demographic factors cast an influence on their 
working habits and ideas about target server tools. Thus, surveying campus would be 
ideal for getting contact with essential personnel groups working in educational settings, 
who are students, faculty members, and staff. 
Knowing that users who have experience with webservers and database servers are 
generally concentrated in computer science and information science majors, the 
investigation focused on these populations instead of conducting a campus-wide survey. 
For this study, the survey would only be distributed to students, faculty members, and 
staff who study and work within the School of Information and Library Science. A web-
based survey was developed to display questions regarding the users’ experience, 
working habits, and evaluation methods on target server tools. 
The survey was designed to have four sections, which are background check section, 
webserver question section, database server question section, and demographic question 
section. The background check section serves to guide participants to answer either 
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webserver section or database server question or both, and participants who do not have 
adequate skills are guided to the end of the survey directly. The survey is distributed via 
email and took approximately 5 minutes to finish. 
 
4.2 Population 
In total, 67 anonymous participants recruited by email conducted the survey voluntarily. 
Users are 46 student participants in different school years, nine faculty members, and six 
staff. As only experienced users would not be filtered but prompted to proceed with 
questions, all participants are considered as users who have already mastered the 
necessary knowledge and working background that is required in this study. Based on the 
survey report, 61 of all participants showed that they had prior experience with either 
webservers or database servers or both. Users reported their experience in either server 






1 Yes, both 2 Only Database Server 3 Only Web Server 4 No
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Table 1. Users' self-reported experience towards the question of whether the user has had 
prior experience with either servers or both or none.  (Pie Chart on User Percentage) 
 
Table 2. Users' self-reported experience towards the question of whether the user has had prior 
experience with either servers or both or none. (Column Chart on User Count) 
 
4.3 Applied Measurements 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how users interact with webservers and/or 
database servers, and thus two separate sets of survey questions are included to exempt 
specific users who do not have adequate skills of working with either server from 
answering those questions.  
As the purpose of this study is to investigate users’ experience in working with servers 
and users’ working and evaluating habits based on personal ideas, various types of survey 
questions were used as measurements in this survey, such as close-ended questions and 











Yes, both Only Database Server Only Web Server No




ended questions as open-ended questions require responses in-depth and lengthier instead 
of merely receiving yes or no from participants, and thus open-ended questions are more 
helpful to find out more about users’ ideas and experience, and such a method would also 
be applied in the semi-structured interviews. 
4.3.1 Close-Ended Question 
Close-ended questions asked in this study are six single choice questions and two 
multiple-choice questions. 
4.3.1.1 Single Choice Questions 
Single choice questions were provided in the early stage of the survey. These questions 
asked users about their length of experience on either server and their most recent 
experience of working with either server.  
The first close-ended question, which is asking users if they have experience of working 
with web servers or database servers, serves as the critical separator in the survey flow. 
Users may choose either the web server or database server or both, and they are guided to 
questions only about the server they are familiar with. However, users are routed to the 
end of the survey if they answered “none” in this question. 
For each section of questions regarding either the web server or database server, close-
ended questions are mostly identical that ask users about their length of usage, ranging 
from “1-3 months” to “more than three years,” as well as their most recent usage of the 
server to know about their familiarity with the server. For the database section questions, 
the survey also prompts users to answer if they are more familiar or have more 
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experience with either NoSQL or SQL schema, which is not asked in the webserver 
question part. 
4.3.1.2 Multiple Choice Questions 
For this study, specific questions may require more than one choice from users, and thus 
two multiple-choice questions are included. 
These two multiple-choice questions were provided to address the questions of “which 
webservers or database server are more popular and useful among users,” and two lists of 
popular webservers and database servers were provided. 
4.3.2 Open-Ended Questions 
Four open-ended questions were asked in the survey: two of those were ranking 
questions, and the other two were free-response questions. All open-ended questions 
were only asked in server question sections, and each section has one ranking question 
and one free-response question. 
Ranking questions prompted participants to rank several performance factors of servers, 
such as CPU loads, User Interface or Compiling Language, from the most essential factor 
to the least based on their personal experience of using servers and evaluating if the 
server meets their expectation. Users were also allowed to input their responses as 
“Others” to provide more scope to the question. 
Free-response questions invited participants to share their own experience of making 
decisions when they face the challenge of choosing proper servers from a list of providers 
and switching to different servers if the evaluated performance failed their expectations. 
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The goal of these open-ended questions was to address the concern of what factors users 
feel essential to have for a successful and robust server and to provide suggestions to 
improve server performance and develop new features according to user feedback. Also, 
these answers would help to address the questions regarding how the user interacts with 
servers when there come conflicts between human and machine. 
4.3.3 Demographic Questions 
Demographic questions were provided in the last section, and participants were invited to 
identify their gender and roles on campus. Student participants would be guided to 
answer questions regarding their majors and years at school, and staff and faculty 
participants would be asked about their department and age. 
These demographic data would be used to study how various factors such as experience, 
age or role would affect their views on the importance of features and factors of servers 
and their actions to solve conflicts between servers and themselves. 
4.4 Data Result and Discussion 
Based on the survey data, it is shown that over 72% of the participants have had the 
experience of using databases and/or web server tools in their academic or professional 
settings. Even though the percentage is higher than expected, it is reasonable as the 
survey was mainly distributed within the School of Information and Library Science, 
which offered classes that include and require the instruction and uses of server tools as 
one of their educational goals. Within the 72% or 44 of experienced users, 25 participants 
have worked with both webservers and database servers, which made up more than half 
of the experienced participants. Considering 9 participants who only worked with 
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databases and 10 participants who only worked with webservers, the survey shows that 
34 participants have database server experience, and 35 participants have webserver 
experience. 
4.4.1 Demographic Section Result 
As for the constitution of the survey participants, the survey result shows that within 44 
of experienced users, 29 of them were students, 9 were faculty members, and 6 were staff 
members. 
  
Table 3. Users self-reported campus roles towards the question of identifying 
themselves as faculty, staff, or student. (Pie Chart on User Percentage) 
While 19 of 29 students were majoring in Information Science, ten student participants 
were majoring in Library Science. As for the student year, 18 of 29, which were 62.07%, 
of student participants were graduate student which demonstrate that graduate students 
who have more substantial academic pressure and professional experience are the 




1 Faculty 2 Staff 3 Student
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six seniors participated or were not filtered out in previous questions regarding working 
experience, and 2 Ph.D. students also participated. The survey shows no first-year student 
and sophomore students participated, which might also be caused by their inexperience in 
the field yet. 
 
Table 4. Student Participants' self-reported results in the question of identifying 
their school years. (Column Chart on User Count) 
As for the staff and faculty members, they all identified at least their departments as 
School of Information and Library Science, while 5 of them also answered ITS or 
Academic Technology as their input prompts. The oldest participants in these two groups 
were 70 years old, while the youngest was 23 years old. At last, 17 of all 44 participants 
identified themselves as male, and 27 identified as female. 
4.4.2 Database Server Section Result 
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The database server section has six questions in total regarding participants’ overall 
experience level, data schema preference, specific database server experience, and 
evaluation questions based on users’ personal experience. 
Within 34 participants with database experience, 15 of them have more than three years’ 
experience of working with database servers that takes up 44.12% of overall participants. 
Meanwhile, 7 participants have less than one-year experience, and 12 of them have 
between 1 to 3 years’ experience.  
Furthermore, regarding the question of asking participants’ most recent usage of database 
servers, over 59% of all participants have used them within three months and 41% of 
which have used within three weeks, which shows that most participants have a solid 
knowledge of database servers to ensure the survey responses to be accurate and precise. 
Table 5. Participants self-reported most recent uses. (Pie Chart on User 
Percentage) 
As we know, database servers have two popular schemas in the field, which were SQL 





1 Within three weeks 2 Within three months 3 Within a year 4 More than one year
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participants to answer “which database schema has you the most,” 26 of all 34 
participants answered SQL schema, and 6 of them chose NoSQL, and 2 participants were 
not sure about the question. This observation can be explained as the School of 
Information Science offered classes using classic relational database servers and the SQL 
language, and meanwhile, SQL is easier to learn and manage compared to NoSQL, and 
thus student participants and some faculty members would be more preferred to use SQL 
schema. 
To confirm participants’ responses to previous data schema question and further know 
about what database servers are accessible among them, the following multiple-choice 
questions asked about which database server the participant have experience with. To 
cover a wide variety of database servers in the market, eight accessible servers were 
provided, and users were allowed to enter responses other than these eight servers as their 
custom responses.  
As users were allowed to provide more than one entry, the survey returns 59 results and 
nine custom responses in total, which included PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and SQLite. 
Among these results, MySQL took up to 42.62% of the overall shares, which proved to 
be the most popular server in the School of Information Science. Because most of the 
classes offered in the department taught and used MySQL, the result was reasonable. 
Other than MySQL, Microsoft SQL and PostgreSQL took the second and third of 18.03% 
and 9.84% respectively, and meanwhile, MongoDB also took 9.84%. As MongoDB is a 
NoSQL schema database, the result supported that NoSQL had adequate advantages for 




Table 6. Participants self-reported results regarding the question of which 
database server they have experience with. (Pie Chart on User Percentage) 
Moving to the following part regarding how participants evaluate the database according 
to their functions and performance, the survey provides one ranking question and one 
free-response question. 
For the ranking question, the survey asked participants to rank the importance of factors 
when they choose a database server, and eight given responses and one custom response 
entry were given. Given responses covered the significant factors of evaluating the 
performance and user experience of the database server, which included: “CPU, Memory 
Usage, Data Compatibility,” “Cross-Platform Support,” “Data Security,” “Easy 
Maintenance or Debug,” “Execution Time, Efficiency,” “Familiar with data structure or 
language,” “Financial Cost” and “Friendly User Interface.” 
While lower the rank number means higher the importance is, the survey result shows 
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structure or language” has the lowest average rank of 3.81, and “Financial Cost” has the 
highest average rank of 5.11 excluding the custom response. 
  
Table 7. Participants self-reported results regarding the question of ranking the 
importance of factors. (Bar Chart on Average, excluding custom response) 
While “Financial Cost” has the highest average rank, it also has the highest standard 
deviation of 2.86, which demonstrates that while a majority of participants took the 
financial budget concern as the least important factor, the distribution of their responses 
varied the most among the participants as well. 
To further visualize how participants view the importance of factors, the following tables 
show the percentage of the participants choosing given factors as top 2 priorities and the 
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Table 8. Top 2 priorities based on participants’ responses to the importance of 
factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
 
Table 9. Last two priorities based on participants’ responses to the importance of 
factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
Taking into account of the difference between the percentage of ranking the top and last, 
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among participants as 25.93% more participants rank this factor as the top 2 choices, and 
“Data Security” also shows strong preference from participants. Conversely, “Financial 
Cost” and “Friendly User Interface” has been widely viewed as the two least important 
factors when evaluating database servers that each has 18.52% of participants ranked 
those as the last two factors. 
 
Table 10. Popularity Difference based on participants’ responses to the 
importance of factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
As for the custom responses, the survey receives two non-empty responses, and one of 
those was given the rank of 1, the most important, which was “Documentation and 
Logs.” Documentation and logs are essential assets for learners and professionals to keep 
track of their uses, dealing with normal or abnormal situations, as well as providing 
supports and evidence when needed, and staff also appreciated this factor during semi-
structured interviews in the following section. The other given response was ranked 8 of 























The last question regarding database servers was asking about how participants evaluate 
the capability of the database server and decide if switching to others. The question is a 
free-response question, and 18 non-empty responses were collected. Excluding six 
passive responses, such as using what coworkers use or only consider using specific 
servers, other responses mainly covered three aspects for evaluation: 
1. Familiarity and Popularity of the server 
2. Major performance benchmarks (memory footprint, CPU loads) 
3. Expectation Failure (data security, language) 
Moreover, some responses pointed out that context-based analysis would be fundamental 
to make decisions, such as “what software/users connect to it,” “look at specs provided 
by vendors,” “test some on a virtual machine” from survey results. Also, a few responses 
emphasized how they value the servers to be open-source, and they would “only switch 
between different open-source servers to get enough support and freedom” as one of the 
responses said. 
Therefore, survey results from this section demonstrated that a majority of participants 
value the importance of using databases with familiar compiling language, data structure, 
and keeping their data secure from potential threats. If these critical factors failed their 
expectations, they would seek alternatives. The context-based analysis is also crucial for 
users to satisfy their needs while knowing their situations and challenges. While 
hardware performance factors could be crucial and push them to change, participants 
overall do not rank those to higher ranks that might be caused by their trust on servers to 
be capable of filling their needs. 
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4.4.3 Web Server Section Result 
Web server section has five questions in total regarding participants’ overall experience 
level, specific web server experience, and evaluation questions based on users’ personal 
experience. Questions were given similar to the database server section. 
Within 35 participants with database experience, 12 of them have more than three years’ 
experience of working with database servers that takes up 34.29% of overall participants. 
Meanwhile, 10 participants have less than one-year experience, and 13 of them have 
between 1 to 3 years’ experience. 
Furthermore, regarding the question of asking participants’ most recent usage of web 
servers, 25 of 35 participants have used them within three months, and 14 of which have 
used within three weeks. 
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Then, a multiple-choice question asked about which web server the participant have 
experience with. For covering a wide variety of web servers in the market, six popular 
servers were provided, and users were allowed to enter responses other than these six 
servers as their custom responses.  
As users were allowed to provide more than one entry, the survey returns 43 results and 
three custom responses in total, which all responded to Lighttpd. Among these results, 
Apache HTTP Server had 16 supports of all 43 responses, which proved to be the most 
popular server in the School of Information Science. Other than Apache HTTP Server, 
Nginx took the second of 8 supports. Meanwhile, Microsoft, Google, and Amazon 
servers had a similar number of supports of 4, 6, and 5 supports. While Litespeed was 
showing popularity online, the survey shows no uses of this server within the 
participants. 
 
Table 12. Participants self-reported results regarding the question of which web 





























Moving to the following part regarding how participants evaluate the webserver 
according to their functions and performance, the survey provides one ranking question 
and one free-response question. 
For the ranking question, the survey asked participants to rank the importance of factors 
when they choose a web server, and eight given responses and one custom response entry 
were given. Given responses covered the significant factors of evaluating the 
performance and user experience of the database server, which included: “CPU, Memory 
Usage,” “Cross-Platform Support,” “Data and Network Security,” “Kernel Mode or User 
Mode,” “Built-in Dynamic Content Functionality,” “Load Limit,” “Financial Cost” and 
“Friendly User Interface.” 
The survey result shows that among eight given responses and one custom response, the 
factor “Financial Cost” has the lowest average rank of 2.56, and “Kernel Mode or User 
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Table 13. Participants self-reported results regarding the question of ranking the 
importance of factors. (Bar Chart on Average, excluding custom response) 
Differing from the database section responses, participants took “Financial Cost” as the 
most critical factor among all eight given factors. Because powerful webservers for 
building and hosting high-traffic websites or handling high-volume requests require 
bigger RAM and more robust CPU performance to support, web server users generally 
need to invest in more money. 
To further visualize how participants view the importance of factors, the following tables 
show the percentage of the participants choosing given factors as top 2 priorities and the 
last two priorities. 
  
Table 14. Top 2 priorities based on participants’ responses to the importance of 
factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
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Table 15. Last two priorities based on participants’ responses to the importance 
of factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
Taking into account of the difference between the percentage of ranking the top and last, 
it demonstrates that “Financial Cost” has the most popularity among participants as 
56.23% more participants rank this factor as the top 2 choices, and “Friendly User 
Interface” also shows second more definite preference from participants as most 
webservers are managed in command lines. Conversely, “CPU Memory Loads” and 
“Kernel Mode or User Mode” has been widely viewed as the two least important factors 
when evaluating database servers that each has respective -33.33% and -28.53% of 
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Table 10. Popularity Difference based on participants’ responses to the 
importance of factors. (Bar Chart, excluding custom response) 
As for the custom responses, the survey receives three non-empty responses, and two of 
those were evaluated as the most critical factor, which was “Quality and extent of 
documentation.” Similar to the result of the particular database server question, users take 
documentation as crucial assets to keep track of the uses, dealing with normal or 
abnormal situations, as well as providing supports and evidence when needed. As the 
webservers are mainly managed in command lines instead of the graphic user interface, 
saving and checking logs outside the command line can grant users to view activities and 
spot problems with friendlier third-party software. The other given response was ranked 3 
of 9, which was “Popularity,” and that respondent explained as “I can get support from 
the cloud if needed.” 
The last question asked about how participants evaluate the capability of the web server 





















empty responses were collected. All of the 14 responses were long responses without any 
passive evaluation method. These valuable responses mainly covered four aspects of 
evaluation: 
1. Keep up logs for testing performance 
2. Performance failover (hardware challenges on handling requests) 
3. Load Limit 
4. Financial Cost 
Moreover, some responses believed context-based analysis would be fundamental to 
make decisions, and one of these responses said that “At the scale at which we operate, 
the primary barrier to using our default choice (Apache) is configuration complexity. For 
small projects that are stand-alone where there is a need to reduce complexity, we have 
chosen Nginx. In other contexts, the limiting factor has been the memory footprint. In 
those cases, we have in the past chosen Lighttpd. Apache remains our default choice 
because of the large support community and extensive tooling for debugging.”  
Meanwhile, these participants complained about their limited authority to make such a 
decision of switching but were willing to try more secure platforms if allowed. Also, a 
few responses emphasized how they valued the servers to be open-source, and a majority 
of these respondents said that they switched between Apache HTTP and Nginx web 
servers according to their needs: “I have switched from Apache to Nginx in the past 
because of the ease of configuration in certain tasks in the latter, and sometimes chose 
Apache over Nginx because of its wide availability.” 
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Because web servers sometimes need to support high-traffic websites and a high volume 
of requests, hardware issues seemed to be a broad consensus among these respondents. 
While respondents pointed out that factors such as loading speed, CPU, and RAM usage 
would be taken seriously during a performance evaluation, they tend to solve the problem 
in the most natural way, which was to throw in a more robust CPU and more RAM to 
support. While these respondents have complained about the financial cost, they did not 
show their considerations on switching the servers because of hardware and financial 
issues as long as they could work efficiently to handle requests. 
Conclusively, survey results from this section demonstrated that a majority of participants 
believed that financial cost and friendly user interface were the top 2 priorities when 
choosing the adequate web server. Compared to the methods of evaluating database 
servers, the context-based analysis was more important to evaluate webserver 
performances. Meanwhile, documentations and logs in detailed and easily readable 
formats were also generally viewed to be an essential factor to allow users to save and 
check outside the command lines. Differing from users’ willingness to switch database 
servers if encountering performance failover, users of webservers did not show a strong 
tendency to switch when encountering performance challenges but throwing in more 







5.  Qualitative Results from Semi-structure interview 
 
5.1 Semi-structured interview purpose and process 
Further assisting the goal of interacting with essential members in educational settings to 
learn about users’ perceptions towards human interaction with servers, semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with four interviewees. Four interviewees were contacted via 
email or in-person, and these interviewees were known to have adequate years of 
experience of working with both web-servers and database servers. These interviewees 
include two graduate students majoring in Information Science and two full-time staff 
working under the UNC IT Services at the School of Information and Library Science. 
Interviews took 30 minutes for each interviewee, and interview questions were 
distributed before the interview (Appendix C: Interview Guide). All interviews were not 
recorded to protect the confidentiality and responses were taken by notes. Quantitative 
data regarding key evaluating factors such as CPU loads or response time was collected 
and were taken to propose necessary follow-up questions to illustrate the perceptions of 
interviewees further. Meanwhile, qualitative data was gathered from the dialogue, and 




As the purpose of conducting the semi-structured interviews was to seek opinions from 
professional or experienced users of webserver and database server about their 
experience of working with servers from server selection to optimization and evaluation, 
the interviewees were selected and contacted beforehand based on their known levels of 
expertise instead of recruiting via email propaganda. Interview questions have two parts, 
which are web server questions and database server questions. Meanwhile, interviewees’ 
experience history was asked to confirm their eligibility and authority on the topics. 
5.2 Interviewee Case Studies 
5.2.1 Student #1 
Student #1 is a second-year graduate student who is working as a front-end developer 
within SILS. She is in charge of maintaining and updating web services, as well as 
developing a giant project to build a website and its relating databases from scratch. She 
has over four years of experience working with database servers and over three years’ 
experience of interacting with web servers. 
As for her experience, she was particularly experienced with LAMP stack to accomplish 
full-stack tasks, which represents four critical components of building dynamic websites 
and web applications: Linux OS, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Python. Thus, instead of 
separating web development from data management, she was capable of combing both 
front-end and back-end tasks together. Such experience made her well equipped with 
skills on webserver and database server. 
Based on her experience, a few questions were proposed to ask about how she decided to 
use LAMP and evaluate, and what she would do if she had to switch to other tools. 
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Student #1 works in a group with other engineers, and thus she prioritized the importance 
of having cross-platform support, data volume support, and privilege controls for both 
web servers and database servers. During her works, she always faced the problem of 
switching workstations or VMs’ operating systems among Ubuntu Linux, CentOS Linux, 
and Windows 10, and she had to deal with the trouble of reinstalling tools or revising 
responding scripts according to the OS version. Thus, she emphasized how she valued the 
servers to have cross-platform support, and she would test on how selected webservers or 
database servers perform on workstations and VMs before conducting actual works. 
Continuing focusing the interview on database server experience, she mentioned the idea 
of “database scaling” as her fundamental approach to evaluate how database servers deal 
with data volume and if those servers meet her expectations or not. Generally speaking, 
scalability is the capability of a system to handle a growing amount of work or have the 
potential to rescale to accommodate growth or reduction. As student #1 works on the 
project of building websites from scratch, she and her teammates faced the problem of 
having new data added to the database periodically. When asked about how she dealt 
with the problem, she talked about her experience of discussing with her teammates about 
choosing vertical or horizontal scaling techniques. “Vertical scaling is a fairly simpler 
choice over horizontal scaling because there is no need to manage multiple instances and 
no extra efforts to change implementation or codes, all it needs are more CPUs, bigger 
RAMs, and larger storage disks,” student #1 said. However, she also mentioned the 
challenge that a single database server might fail to handle large loads of queries, which 
would be a critical problem for their websites. Thus, they instead continued to have 
horizontal scaling, which was to add machines with the same specs to help divide and 
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distribute data over multiple servers. She mentioned that they believed having horizontal 
scaling would be cheaper and can promise better performance over the current 
circumstances. 
While asking her about how she would choose alternatives if database performance could 
not be improved by scaling, she answered: “I would seek new servers which are capable 
of dealing with large loads of data and having good access control.” 
As she works in a group, she also researches into the access control mechanism to protect 
data and assign access rights to corresponding users. She introduced three types of access 
control models as demonstrations: discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access 
control (MAC), and role-based access control (RBAC). For DAC, only data owners are 
privileged to access the database based on user-specified rules. MAC, which is widely 
used in colleges and large organizations, is instead nondiscretionary that can grant users 
access as long as they finish the clearance, and it is developed based on central authority 
regulations. RBAC, which is the model she often encounters, can grant access to users 
based on their roles and then implement key principles accordingly. In MySQL, her 
group grants data access to other user roles using “GRANTS FOR” commands, and all 
users would go through two-stage verifications. In essence, stage 1 would be connection 
verification that users are prompted to input their client host and username to build a 
connection to database servers, and stage 2 would be “request verification” stage that “the 
server determines what operation you want to perform and then checks whether you have 
sufficient privileges to do so.”[16] 
Moving to the second part on webservers, student #1 has used Apache HTTP server for 
all of her web-based projects and has experience of over three years. Unlike her specific 
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approaches to evaluate database performances, she said she usually evaluated the server 
based on the use cases for each project. “I will ask if it has modules that are needed for 
the project and allow us to control the number of requests that can be handled by the 
server. If it fits all the requirements for the project, I would go ahead and use it in my 
project”, said student #1. 
Despite certain webserver tools that do not have specific modules or frameworks, student 
#1 does have a preference for using Apache at the beginning because she has more 
expertise and skills using this server. “I would try to find a workaround and see if I can 
add an additional software-based framework to support the server and fulfill my 
expectations. If not, I would consider alternative servers I could switch to and whether it 
would be feasible to do so”, said student #1. Thus, she ranked “familiarity with the 
specific environment” as the top priority over “framework support” and other factors. At 
last, she focused on talking about keeping operating logs in a good manner as “the 
ultimate method to keep everything neat,” and she then said that “ If I switch the server, I 
will look for one with outstanding framework support to meet my expectation” to 
emphasize the importance. 
5.2.2 Student #2 
Student #2 is a senior student majoring in Information Science and Computer Science 
who is actively seeking full-stack software engineer jobs, and he is taking courses in the 
Department of Computer Science and School of Information Science on web 
development, database engineer, and other related courses. 
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Unlike student #1 who has a clear preference of choosing LAMP stack to fill her needs, 
student #2 has experience of exploring various web servers and database servers, and he 
explained that “I want to try many tools in different OS environment and compiling 
languages so that I can showcase my skills during interviews.” 
Even though he only had less than two years’ experience of using both webservers and 
database servers, he has got familiar with a few web servers, including Apache, Nginx, 
and Amazon Web Server, as well as database servers such as MySQL, MariaDB, and 
Oracle. Thus, he often compared both servers in various factors and switched among 
them to meet his expectations. 
When asking him to discuss his experience of using database servers, he introduced that 
he always intentionally tried to overwhelm the database server with gigabytes of data to 
test on its CPU and Memory loads, as he believed that great system resource management 
should be the top criteria to evaluate the performance of database servers. “Although it is 
commonly known that stronger CPU and memory power would be a plus, how those 
servers try to make use of limited resources efficiently is the ultimate challenge,” said 
student #2. 
Student #2 often tested the server performance over a few criteria, which are “finding the 
slowest queries by average CPU usage” to find queries that are utilizing the highest 
amount of the CPU to know if CPU resources are used inefficiently, and “slowest queries 
by average execution time” to find the execution time of individual queries as an 
indicator of the pattern of slowness in the execution of particular queries. “I always tried 
to execute some complicated queries to test on my programming skills and the server 
performance, and I always switch my servers to do the same test,” explained by student 
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#2. He then confessed that he had kept the same data in every database server he owns, so 
“if one server fails anytime, I always have an emergency backup plan.” 
As for web-server, he has tested his web application performance on several web servers. 
“At the beginning, I did not realize they have many differences, so I just wanted to 
explore.” However, he then noticed that three webservers he used, Apache, Nginx, and 
Amazon web servers, all had different algorithms of handling and controlling the number 
of requests, which is a critical criterion. “Let us say Apache and Nginx; these two famous 
servers have a fundamental difference in their architecture. Apache follows a process-
driven approach to handle responses and traffics, but Nginx uses event-driven 
architecture instead” student #2 further explained, “Apache has three multi-processing 
modules (MPM), so it provides a flexible architecture for different connections and 
handling algorithms. It mostly uses process MPM, which means it creates a new thread to 
handle connection requests every time. However, Nginx is different. It uses a non-
blocking event-driven handling algorithm so that it can handle thousands of connections 
within one processing thread.” He then confessed his preference of using Nginx over 
Apache because “Nginx can work well on low power systems even it operates under 
heavy loads so that I can afford the price.” 
When asking about what other factors he would emphasize to find alternatives to certain 
web servers, he said that a great logging mechanism is a must. “Because I am always 
trying to explore and break those servers, I would like to know what I did and what the 
server responds. All of those can be found in logs.” 
5.2.3 Staff #1 
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Staff #1 is working under the UNC IT Service and leads a non-profit project at the School 
of Information Science. He has over 14 years of experience working with front-end and 
back-end services and has led and supervised several projects from the beginning to the 
end. The major task staff #1 conducts in his organization are the maintenance of book, 
website, and data collections hosted on the server, mostly archiving dynamic websites. 
Staff #1 introduced that he has used several classic SQL schema databases in his work, 
including MariaDB, PostgreSQL, and SQLite. Despite he started his career when NoSQL 
became popular in professional settings, staff #1 insisted on using SQL databases to store 
and process data. He explained that “SQL has a good data structure and data support, and 
it also has way more software application supports because most of those need ACID 
schemas to run, and ACID is only available on the relational database management 
system.” 
Furthermore, staff #1 pointed out that while he started learning SQL at the time when 
NoSQL enthusiasm started in the field, it was obvious for he that despite NoSQL could 
speed up data processing speed, it deferred the time cost to later because it required heavy 
human capitals on maintenance to minimize the risk of suffering data loss. 
Also, staff #1 has suffered a specific pain point in his organization, which is the data 
write speed. His organization had run its mail server before switching to Google mail 
service, which required a good anti-spam system to keep away any potential dangers of 
social engineering that could compromise confidential and sensitive data. “So, they never 
switched to NoSQL from SQL because only the classic database system can support the 
anti-spam system, and classic databases’ stored procedure could save us much time on 
calling some functions,” said staff #1.  
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Staff #1 has encountered dozens of challenges regarding back-end database maintenance, 
so it came to the questions that when he would decide to migrate from one database 
server to the other. However, staff #1 answered that he has never migrated from one 
server to the other but only upgraded those from older versions to newer versions. There 
was only one time that his organization decided to migrate database servers, which was 
when MySQL got acquired by Oracle, and they migrated to MariaDB, which is another 
open-source database server. Staff 1 explained that they would evaluate the servers’ 
capability and consider migrating servers under three circumstances: 
1. Lack of Support: 
Switching from familiar servers to other servers would have them suffer the 
risk of lacking appropriate support, which is essential for them to fix any 
upcoming issues. As upgrading servers to newer versions would promise 
supports from the development team and community, staff #1 and his team 
migrated the server from MySQL4 to MySQL5. 
2. Licensing: 
Not all database servers are open-source, and they, as an organization, 
prioritize the importance of having consistent lifetime licensing to support. 
Thus, they switched to MariaDB from acquired MySQL to ensure the 
licensing would be free and life-time eligible, and the server would be open-
source. 
3. Performance Failure 
Performance is one of the key evaluators of a good server, and thus failure on 
performance is unacceptable and must be migrated to alternatives. Staff #1 
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gave the example of an older version of PostgreSQL, which did not have a 
vacuuming function. “Without vacuuming, transactions and data limit can be 
hit because the database cannot reclaim spaces that were occupied before,” 
staff #1 further explained. 
As an experienced professional working on the campus, staff #1 offered many working 
opportunities to full-time students at the School of Information Science, and he also 
instructed them personally to learn how to use the database servers. Furthermore, thus, he 
also considered the opportunity cost of the student employees to switch between different 
servers and adapt to the new working environment. “We have many student employees 
working here, and I teach them how to use those servers and assign them different 
projects to explore around. They will need around one month or so to fully adapt the 
environment,” staff 1 explained, “If I switch to different servers often, they will spend 
more time on setting up and getting used to new servers instead of investing time on 
projects.” 
As for webservers, staff #1 also has over 14 years’ experience of using Apache, Lighttpd, 
and Nginx, and also has over seven years’ experience of using HA proxy and load 
balancers. Staff #1 faced many different kinds of challenges during the past year, and 
thus he chose different methods to evaluate the performance. “At the beginning, the 
challenge was about budget and memory footprint because we have to support many 
VMs using a minimal amount of memories, so we looked for servers that were free, light 
and open-source,” staff 1 said, “and my experience level also set students and me many 
constraints to choose servers because those servers typically needed time to learn, so the 
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simplicity of deployment was also one of my primary concerns.” Staff #1 chose servers 
that could easily teach, learn, and assign work to save much time cost. 
As for now, staff #1 has been experienced enough to manage different servers, and his 
purposes of choosing webservers also shifted and varied. “Because we also serve the 
public users, we should consider more on the long-time stability, so it matters if the 
chosen servers are free, open-source and always have good supporting community and 
documents,” staff 1 showed his conservatism on serving the public users, “but for our 
student employees, we are more open to accepting different types of servers. They can 
always change to different servers if they found them not working as expected.” 
Compared to his conservatism on managing databases, staff #1 showed openness to 
webservers, and he explained as “Web servers are easier to set up and serve their projects 
as long as they are active, but databases need more detailed works to learn,” but as for the 
organization, his major goal was to minimize website downtime and reduce maintenance 
cost. 
5.2.4 Staff #2 
Staff #2 worked in the School of Information Science as well in an independent project, 
and he has over five years of experience using database servers and web servers. While 
staff #1 serves as a supervisor in his organization, staff #2 focuses on his independent 
project with the use of capable web servers and database servers to support his purpose. 
Staff #2 has not switched often between different kinds of servers for the past few years, 
and he focused on the use of MariaDB and MySQL to build and support database system, 
as well as the use of Apache and Nginx as webservers. When asked him about why he 
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never switched the servers, staff #2 explained that he always spent time in the beginning 
to choose the right tools instead of deferring the time cost to the later, and he also did not 
encounter any challenge big enough to push him to switch. 
Staff #2 evaluated the database capability according to a few benchmarks: 
1. Low budget cost 
Staff #2 explained this part in two aspects: licensing cost and maintenance 
cost. Servers he chose were free of charge and open-source, which promised 
him of life-time free usage and saved money. 
2. Support a wide range of OS environment 
Staff #2’s project needs many VMs on testing and monitoring performance, 
and he also worked on both Windows 10 and Linux systems. So, he needed 
the server tools to work on a wide range of OS environments, including 
Windows, Debian, and CentOS. 
3. Broad and accessible support 
Staff #2 valued the importance of having supports of his server tools along his 
development to solve potential challenges, and he evaluated the support in 
three aspects: 
a. Free and Detailed Documentation – making it easier for 
maintenance and learning 
b. Timely updates and releases – keeping the servers tools’ 
functionalities update to date 
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c. Supporting Communities – making available to communicate with 
other users and developers 
d. Bug Report and Logs – detailed enough for users to investigate freely 
e. Data Security – foundations of database servers to keep data and 
transmission secure 
4. CPU loads, I/O 
Despite taking the CPU and I/O performance seriously, staff #2 often acquired 
related data online instead of trying on his workstations, but “performance 
data and user feedbacks can never lie,” according to staff #2. 
5. Network 
Because staff #2 needed to connect the database servers to web servers and 
other applications, he needed the database servers to support sockets and 
TCP/IP.  
Furthermore, staff #2 would actively investigate the performance issues that negatively 
affect his working experience. “If the server meets my benchmarks at the beginning, I do 
not see any question why I cannot fix it by myself,” staff #2 showed his confidence in 
managing database servers. 
As for the webservers, staff #2 has no measurement for webservers because “as long as 
they do a great job of handling requests, I do not push it too hard,” staff 2 said. However, 
staff #2 has maintenance challenges to ensure his websites not produce many errors, such 
as database connection error (Error Code 500). Thus, staff #2 applied a tool named 
“Apache Bench,” which was used to generate the audience to the websites and simulate 
real-world loads to test on possible fall-overs. Moreover, staff #2 had the experience of 
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adding a server caching API into his webserver. “Browser caching is more common now 
because server caching is more complex, but it can dramatically improve the performance 
of a high-traffic site.”  
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6. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
This paper reported on how users in different working environments tend to view the 
challenges and evaluate the necessary supporting server tools based on their experience 
and purposes. Despite several quantitative benchmarks introduced in the literature 
review, users have different focuses on evaluations based on their working contexts. 
Based on the survey and semi-structured interview results, we can observe that users can 
be categorized into three types: 
1. User Type #1: Collective-oriented users 
These users mainly serve in an organization or participate in a group project 
or class, and they may or may not have the power to make decisions on 
choosing and switching the servers. Nevertheless, their focuses concentrate on 
the functionalities of database servers and web servers to serve the collective 
efforts. 
2. User Type #2: Independent Users 
These users were mainly faculties and students who can decide on what server 
tools they could use and make changes accordingly, and they have time to 
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take consideration of what tools to use and switch servers if not meeting 
expectations. 
3. User Type #3: Passive Users  
Users who do not have decision-making power, and they passively work on 
their assigned roles with assigned tools.  
Users’ emphases can also be divided into four themes: 
1. Theme #1: Team Support 
For supporting the collective efforts, users focus on functions, including 
access authorization management, licensing, documentation, and OS 
environment supports. 
2. Theme #2: Stability-oriented 
To support long-term stable public service tasks, stability is valued as a 
priority. These users or groups would avoid switching server tools and choose 
those tools to be open-source, free licensing, and easily maintainable.  
3. Theme #3: Working Experience 
While working experience matters for all users, independent users’ value this 
more. Working experience includes an easily interpretable user interface, 
familiar compiling language, and data structure, and hardware performance. 
4. Theme #4: Budget and Risk Management 
Budget problem matters for all users, especially when choosing the 
webservers, as shown in the survey. While server tools are mainly distributed 
free and open-source, users may need to invest in more robust hardware 
supports to handle data and web requests. Risk management helps users avoid 
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potential vulnerabilities or security issues, including online supporting 
community, documentation and logs, and back-up plans. 
Based on the investigation results, we observed that collective-oriented users prioritize 
the influences of having a capable budget and risk management and team supporting 
functionalities, and considering stability when facing challenges instead of recklessly 
switching servers. Independent users focus more on their working experience instead, 
such as spending time on trying different tools and testing the hardware performance, and 
they would like to switch server tools to solve challenges. 
To further investigate the topic, future works would be required to conduct similar 
surveys and semi-structured interviews in-depth and broader. In the current stage, surveys 
and semi-structured interviews were limited to conduct within the School of Information 
Science despite these analyses still include professional roles, faculty roles, and students. 
For the next step, the survey needs to expand the scope to the broader population, such as 
all technical-related roles from the whole UNC Campus or technical professionals from 
companies in the Triangle Area, and further compare their responses and analysis the 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Research Information Sheet 
IRB Study #: 20-0655 
Principal Investigator: Zihao Li 
The purpose of this research study is to see how users interact with web servers and 
database servers, and how they evaluate those based on their experience. You are being 
asked 
to take part in a research study because you are enrolled in sils listserv. 
Being in a research study is completely voluntary. You can choose not to be in this 
research 
study. You can also say yes now and change your mind later. Deciding not to be in the 
research 
study, now or later, will not affect your ability to receive medical care at UNC. 
If you agree to take part in this research, you will be asked to take the following survey 
asking questions regarding your experience on using web servers and database servers, 
and 
your evaluation criteria based on personal experience. Your participation in this study 
will take 
about 5 minutes. We expect that 40 people will take part in this research study. 
You can choose not to answer any question you do not wish to answer. You can also 
choose 
to stop taking the survey at any time. You must be at least 18 years old to participate. If 
you are 
younger than 18 years old, please stop now. 
To protect your identity as a research subject, no identifiable information will be 
collected 
and the research data will not be stored with your name, as well as the researcher(s) will 
not 
share your information with anyone. In any publication about this research, your name or 
other 
private information will not be used.
 
If you have any questions about this research, please contact the Investigator named at 
the top of this form by calling 919-813-8052 or emailing zihaoli@live.unc.edu. If you 
have 
questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the UNC 
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Do you have experience on working with web servers or database server? 
x Yes, both 
x Only Database Server 
x Only Web Server 
x No 
Database Server Questions 
 
Q2.1 
How many years do you have experience with database server? 
x Less than 1 year 
x 1 to 3 years 
x years and more 
 
Q2.2 
When was the last time you used a database server? 
x Within three weeks 
x Within three months 
x Within a year 
x More than one year 
 
Q2.3 
Which database scheme have you seen the most? 
x SQL 
x NoSQL 
x Not sure 
 
Q2.4 
Which database server do you have experience with? 
x IBM DB2 






x Microsoft SQL 





How do you rank the importance of factors on choosing database servers? 
x CPU, Memory Usage, Data Compatibility 1 
x Cross Platform Support 2 
x Data Security 3 
x Easy Maintenance or Debug 4 
x Execution Time, Efficiency 5 
x Familiar with data structure or language 6 
x Financial Cost 7 
x Friendly User Interface 8 
x Others (Please specify) 9 
 
Q2.6 
How do you evaluate if the chosen database server is adequate or need to switch to 
others? 
 
Web Server Questions 
 
Q3.1 
How many years do you have experience with web servers? 
x Less than 1 year 
x 1 to 3 years 
x years and more 
 
Q3.2 
When was the last time you used a web server? 
x Within three weeks 
x Within three months 
x Within a year 
x More than one year 
 
Q3.3 
Which web servers do you have experience with? 
x Apache HTTP Server 
x Nginx 
x Microsoft IIS 
x Litespeed Web Server 
x Google Web server 




How do you rank the importance of factors on choosing web server? 
x Financial Cost 1 
x Friendly User Interface 2 
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x Load Limit 3 
x Cross Platform Support 4 
x Kernel Mode or User Mode 5 
x CPU, Memory Usage 6 
x Data and Network Security 7 
x Built-in Dynamic Content Functionality 8 
x Others (Please Specify) 9 
 
Q3.5 










Which department do you work in? 
 
Q4.3 
What is your major? 
x Computer Science 













What is your age? 
 
Q4.6 

























APPENDIX B: Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
1. What is your role at UNC? 
2. What is your study and research focus? 
3. Do you have any experience with database server and which do you use? 
4. During your use, how do you evaluate if the server fits your work of different natures? 
5. Will you do anything if the server does not meet your expectations? 
6. If you switch your server, what do you think a good server should equip? 
7. Do you have any experience with web server and which do you use? 
8. During your use, how do you evaluate if the server fits your work of different natures? 
9. Will you do anything if the server does not meet your expectations? 
10. If you switch your server, what do you think a good server should equip? 
 
